This requires a refocusing of priorities to achieve a truly multidisciplinary cross-curricular approach with core subject learning outcomes in...
curriculum. Sustainability issues are identified as

achieving sdg 4.7 by matching sustainability learning outcomes to subject-specific curricula: a guide
Cross listing courses also allows for more opportunities for students to engage with other majors and disciplines around common themes of learning work with similar populations but in different

multidisciplinary approaches and application across disciplines and majors
The nature of the issues mean that there are various ways to link them with subjects discretely or to teach them through a cross curriculum which can be used to introduce themes and offer

how to turn your classroom green
This article focuses on ways of decolonising the curriculum of a one-semester London Architecture and Urbanism course taught differently across several US Study Abroad programmes in London. These

decolonising the curriculum: us study abroad: london architecture and urbanism - albertopolis, south kensington
The editors open up the whole area of digital literacy in all its kaleidoscopic richness, and provide diverse perspectives, content and ideas to inform thinking and practice. The cross-sectoral and

digital literacy unpacked
The U.S. - and Canadian national cross-country ski teams have been descending upon Park When he was a middle-schooler at a July Regional Elite Group camp, Whitcomb spoke into existence a theme of

22 for 22: inside the us cross country ski team’s fall training camp
There will also be a take-home examination question distributed at the last class and designed to give students an opportunity to reflect upon some of the broad themes we will explore extend to
regulation of financial institutions

lin, xiaodong d. (xdl2001)
Attention will also be paid to the organizational and institutional contexts of health professions. The program boasts a cross-disciplinary curriculum focused on strategy, problem-solving, and

sociology degrees offered
The UCL Institute for Risk and Disaster Reduction (IRDR) is an exciting cross-UCL Institute in the areas of international relations in a humanitarian context, and to contribute to curriculum

associate professor in international relations
In the absence of nationwide estimates of HPV vaccine coverage rates in the private school sector, a cross-sectional Facebook survey conducted in the current COVID-19 context, clear and effective

human papillomavirus vaccination in south africa: programmatic challenges and opportunities for integration with other adolescent health services?
The course will examine the ethical issues that arise in reproductive medicine and women’s health, specifically addressing ethical questions that arise in the context of providing and supervision

ms/mba biotechnology: life sciences
A cross-sectional survey to assess HO fellowship program changes. We used a general inductive approach to perform thematic analysis of the responses and identify common themes and subthemes among

impact of covid-19 on hematology-oncology fellowship programs: a quantitative and
qualitative survey assessment of fellowship program directors
Despite their musical apprenticeship — the stops and starts, the flubs and retakes — a curious listener might be surprised to recognize that the themes and flights introductory music curriculum,